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Purpose: We present a surgical training application enabling experts in vascular
medicine prepare educational, training content for their trainees (medical students,
endovascular surgeons under training). The training application offers tutors
(experienced surgeons) a distance learning solution for training their students at any
time and any place with a minimum cost in budget and time. The trainees (future
surgeons) can use real patient data, process this data (mainly the available imaging
examinations), go through the whole condition assessment and, finally, take all the
important decisions (whether to surgically treat the patient or not, choose surgical
intervention method etc.) suggested by a training scenario. The training application
is developed as part of the RT3S project1 of the EU.
Method: The RT3S training application is a novel tool for designing, managing and
delivering online collaborative learning activities. It provides tutors with a highly
intuitive visual authoring environment for creating sequences of learning activities
(i.e., training scenarios). Learning activities range from individual tasks and small
group work, to class activities. The RT3S training application implements a modular
architecture where tools and learning activities can be added on‐the‐fly. The
implementation platform is LAMS 2 . The architecture consists of two main
components, namely the Core and the Activity tools. The Core has modules for
Authoring, Administration and Learner/Trainee roles. The Core manages the
elements that form the structure of the Learning Design3, the order of the activities,
allocating users to groups, managing when users can progress to particular activities,
takes care of logins, system administration, etc. The Activity Tools component
includes self‐contained modules, which form most of the visual functionality of the
content the Learner interacts with in the RT3S Training Application. Activity tools are
used in order to allow tutors to present information in the form of text, images,
links, flash files and any other HTML features, to create a series of questions, to add
content into a sequence, to run a synchronous chat or forum over the course of a
lesson etc.
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Results: A reaalistic scenaario (i.e., baased on a reeal patient case) has been
b
develo
oped
monstratingg basic pre‐operation steps (beffore an anggioplasty operation
o
takes
dem
placce) that arre routinelyy followed once a patient has been acceepted into the
hospital. A lim
mited num
mber of ussers (repreesenting diffferent age
es, sexes, and
ons) were selected fo
or the evaaluation of the
experience with relevantt applicatio
plication using the abovve scenario. They weree provided with
w a shorrt descriptio
on of
app
the application
n, and then they were allowed to use it for almost
a
an hour.
h
The users
u
mpleted an evaluation questionnaaire about functionalit
f
ty, aestheticcs, ergonom
mics,
com
and completen
ness. Figurre 1 illustraates an oveerview of th
he evaluation results. The
ults from this evaluattion activityy were enccouraging since
s
most aspects off the
resu
app
plication yieelded an evaluation ab
bove averagge that is between
b
3 and
a 3.5, wiith 5
bein
ng the high
hest score, which
w
means that useers were satisfied, but improvements
musst be made. The evaluation of thee proposed training ap
pplication also reveals that
the application
n moves in the correcct direction since the scenario‐baased appro
oach,
ore decision
n taken in th
he early steeps of the development, was indeed a
which was a co
veryy good one and is very well‐receivved by the u
users.

Figure 1: An overvview of the evaluation results
Con
nclusion: We presenteed a Web‐b
based open
n source training app
plication w
which
provvides learneers with unlimited acceess to trainiing opportu
unities. More specificaally it
promotes indivvidual train
ning exercisses, facilitattes self‐pacced practice
e sessions, and
nt. The training appliccation supp
ports
capttures case details forr objective assessmen
end
dovascular surgeons
s
a their firsst steps in the speciffic compete
at
ence and their
t
furtther on‐the‐‐job training. By comp
pleting the scenarios
s
th
hey becomee more fam
miliar

with various cases and prepare themselves for making decisions for their patients.
Overall, it supports trainees in improving their skills required for competence in
vascular medicine.
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